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ARTS SERIES PRESENTS

POETS: HAYDEN, GOGISGI

DAYTON, Ohio, February 3, 1977 -- Robert E. Hayden and Gogisgi (Carroll Arnett) will be reading from their poetry, February 9, in the Kennedy Union Ballroom as part of the University Arts Series. Both Gogisgi and Hayden have published extensively.

Gogisgi, currently an English professor at Central Michigan University, has taught literature at Knox, Stephens, Wittenberg, and Nasson College. He has written poetry for Cosmopolitan, Harper's Bazaar, Saturday Review, and many others. In 1974 he was awarded the National Endowment Fellowship in Creative Writing. His work has been used in several anthologies, and he has read his work at many other Universities. Gogisgi graduated magna cum laude from the University of Oklahoma in 1951, and received his M.A. from the University of Texas in 1958.

Robert E. Hayden, who is presently a consultant in poetry to the Library of Congress, has contributed his work to numerous magazines, as well as authoring several books of poetry. The two time winner of Hopwood Award for poetry was also the grand prize winner in the World Festival of Negro Artists. Hayden has also taught English at a number of Universities.

The readings are scheduled for 8:15 p.m. Tickets are 50 cents for students, faculty, and staff with an ID card, and are $1 for the Dayton community.

For more information call 229-2347 or 229-2610.
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